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1

A man kisses a woman in a movie playing on TV.
There is a rape scene.
Two men lie in a bed after sex.
A man is seen naked when he is awoken but his genitals are not shown at any
point.
Lots of cigarette smoking.
A person slaps another person in the face.
A massive space station ignites into an enormous shock wave and explosion
that kills all lifeforms on board.
People are seen drowning, being crushed, jumping from great heights, freezing
to death, and being electrocuted.
A pile of bloody bodies is seen outside a building.
The first scene is fairly frightening and intense.
4 uses of "Shit." There are also a dozen uses each of "Hell" and "Damn," and 3 or
4 uses of "Son of a Bitch" and "Bastard." 2 "Asses" and 1 "Asshole." 3 uses of
"Goddamn." The names "Jesus" and "God" are misused a number of times.

2

A man grabs and forces a kiss on another man.
Two characters engage in a long fight to the death.
Domestic violence may be intense for certain viewers.
The story is very strong in terms of sentimental scenes and disaster violence.
Characters drink wine or smoke in a couple of scenes.
A man and woman have sex. They kiss passionately. Brief and no nudity.
A middle-aged man has several fantasies about a teenage girl.
Some female characters are wearing what some might call provocative dresses.
There is a lot of sexual dialogue.
5 uses of "Shit," along with a half dozen other profanities that include: "Damn,"
"Hell," "Son of a Bitch," "Goddamn," and "Jesus." "Oh my God" is uttered over a
dozen times.

3

Soldiers are seen seriously injured, and some with missing limbs and
bandaged in a hospital.
Social beer drinking.
The main character has sex with two women. The scene is graphic, showing
everything except for penetration, but it is also extremely fast-forwarded. There
are no close-ups.
Some passionate kisses.
A man is shot several times.
A man beats his teenage son twice.
In one point a penguin slaps another penguin just for laughs.
This scene can be quite disturbing.
Although not a great deal of violence is portrayed, it remains difficult to watch
because of its realism.
"Fuck" is used at least 25 times. "Shit" is used at least 8 times.

4

A couple is shot to death in their bed with machine guns. Seen for 3 seconds
with bloody bullet wounds.
The idea of a threat coming from someone seemingly trustworthy may disturb
young children.
The violence can be rather strong and unflinching.
A man smokes cigarettes and drinks alcohol in several scenes.
Homophobic slurs are used several times, mainly by one character.
There is a scene which includes the buttocks of several nude statues, though
this is brief and non-sexual.
A man is seen having sex with his mistress in a darkly lit room.
A woman holds her hands apart, then further apart, implying to a group of other
women that her husband has an extremely large penis.
A woman stands at a bridge railing and considers jumping to her death.
"Shit" is said 17 times. "Goddamn," "Asshole," "Bastard," "Bullshit," "Damn," and
"Hell" are all used a few times each.

5

A middle-aged man and a teenage girl kiss passionately. He takes off her jeans
and shirt, exposing her breasts. They stop before anything else happens.
A woman climbs into bed with a man, she removes her top to reveal her bare
back, and they kiss passionately. Sex is implied.
Prostitution plays a role in the plot.
People drink alcohol at a party, and there are one or two who are clearly drunk.
There are numerous scenes of gunplay, all of which leave no visible wounds.
Lots of killings with machine guns, resulting in numerous bodies and little
blood.
The skeletons are very frightening.
A man is dragged inside a cage and killed by a raptor. He screams in agony
and we see his pained face.
10 uses of "Shit," 21 uses of "Goddamn," 6 uses of "Ass," 4 sexual references, a
slang term for female breasts, about 22 mild obscenities, 6 religious
exclamations, 3 racial slurs.

6

A traitor kills two of his crew mates by unplugging their heads from a computer,
where their minds are.
Several characters are smokers.
There are a couple of kissing scenes.
Some emotional moments.
A man is shot while driving a truck.
A man shoots a robber.
A man is shown nude from behind.
A man rapes another man.
There is some suggestive material as well as some nudity and a few sexual
references.
"Fuck" is used 30 times, sometimes sexually. "Shit" is used 8 times. "Cunt" and
"Pussy" are both used once. Some moderate to strong sexual references
scattered throughout.

7

A gang of boys invade a home, and their leader rapes a woman while forcing
her husband to watch. The woman is forcibly undressed, showing full frontal
nudity, but the scene ends before the actual rape.
Dialogue includes moderate references to oral sex and masturbation.
Scenes involving homophobia are intense and upsetting.
A man attempts suicide by jumping out a window. The impact is not shown.
A man walks up to another man in an alley. It is implied he is a prostitute and
implied that they then have sex.
Full frontal nudity is shown when a man is being undressed for prison.
A kid takes a sip of the alcohol but then spits it out.
A man hits another man in the face a few times; some blood is briefly seen on
his nose.
A dead character is seen in a pool of blood with his head bloody.
Some of the language is used sexually/biologically: "Go fuck yourself,"
"Buttfucked," "Motherfucker," etc.

8

Merely as a show of force, a man has an entire planet destroyed by a massive
battle station's superlaser; killing all of its inhabiting people and lifeforms.
A character's gradual mental deterioration may be disturbing to some.
A man is heard urinating; no nudity.
A dildo is briefly seen.
Voyeurism is depicted as a man watches a woman undress through a peephole,
but no nudity is shown.
Men smoke cigars.
An African American man shouts at a white man that the goal of white people is
to rape and kill African Americans and destroy their communities.
The end scene is very frightening and fairly graphic.
2 Uses of "Bitch" (1 being "Son of a Bitch").

9

The two leads are shown about to have sex. They are in bed, and then the scene
ends as they start kissing.
Two cousins marry.
Possibly intense scenes of violence.
A man threatens to break someone's neck.
A man is shot in the eye, through his glasses.
A character is seen hanging off a building by his fingers.
Some alcohol is consumed.
A woman strips naked and she quickly covers herself up; we see one glimpse
of the side of one breast.
1 usage of "Ass," 1 "Goddamn," and a couple "Hells."

10

A child falls from a horse and breaks her neck.
Masturbation is mentioned in one conversation.
A woman is reclining on the bed, and her breasts are seen clearly, including
nipples and aerola.
A woman snorts heroin, mistaking it for cocaine.
A man is shot repeatedly from underneath a table.
Two men wrestle playfully whilst shirtless. They stop and kiss each other. This is
shown from a distance.
Fields are set on fire.
The ending can be very emotionally intense.
Some uses of "Hell" and "Damn."

11

A teenage girl takes off her shirt and her boyfriend films it through a window.
Her bare breasts are shown briefly.
A woman is suddenly stabbed to death with a butcher knife while showering.
Characters visit a brothel, and prostitutes are shown in lingerie.
A Dilophosaurus spits venom into a man's eyes which blinds him.
Some scenes can be frightening to young viewers.
A man smokes constantly.
The drug overdose scene could be very intense to some viewers.
Some racial slurs (mainly against Italians, but toward other races also).
1 use of "Damn."

12

A nurse comes out from behind a curtain with her blouse open and breasts
revealed.
There is a scene in which a woman comes along her dead mother's body,
screaming.
Serious domestic abuse from father to son.
Surprisingly little blood is visible.
These scenes are very disturbing and intense.
People are shown drinking in a bar.
A few kissing scenes.
Discriminatory terms shown within a dated context.
A few uses of "Oh my God."

13

A psychopathic man sometimes talks about sex in a creepy way.
A male human and a male android kiss.
This scene is very disturbing and upsetting.
A man is shown nude from the side. His buttocks are visible.
A woman dies of cancer.
Most of the drug use is more implied than actually shown.
There are numerous sequences where characters are drinking and smoking.
It is implied that a 17 year old girl and a young man are having sex in a car.
A pretty graphic shooting sequence occurs, but only two characters show
actual pain (one of which whose sounds may seem unrealistic to some).
5 abuses of the name "Jesus Christ,"; 4 separate desecrations of "Jesus," and 1
of "Christ"; 7 misuses of "God," 2 of which are paired with "Damn"; and there is
1 additional use of the "d" word, as well as 5 instances of "Hell."

14

A married man and his mistress are seen having sex; there is thrusting against a
wall and some sexual cries, but no nudity shown.
Alcohol is used both abusively and socially.
At least two hyenas are show to be slightly insane. May unsettle very sensitive
viewers. But done more for comedy.
Many conversations referring to topics such as sex.
There is the insinuation of sexual child abuse.
A young woman strips down to her underwear in front of a man and asks him if
he has "ever been with a woman"; he says no.
Soldiers kill civilians.
The violence is usually brief and cuts away before anything graphic occurs.
1 abuse of the name "Jesus Christ"; 11 misuses of "God," 7 of which are paired
with "Damn"; there is 1 additional use of the "d" word; and there is 9 instances of
"Hell."

15

In two scenes, men are threatened with having their testicles cut off (doesn't
ever actually happen).
There is a brief, and only slightly clear, glimpse of a woman's bare breasts as
terrorists are gathering up hostages.
Brief allusions to cannibalistic acts.
While the violence is not incredibly violent compared to modern standards,
however it is violent and bloody and intense.
A T-Rex knocks a man unconscious, and we see him with a bloody leg injury.
A man is hit once in the head or face with a gun, knocking him unconscious.
A man is shot by many men with machine guns.
A man is seen taking pills from a prescription pill bottle.
A boy kisses a girl (it looks like it's on the mouth).
The deaths of young characters may be distressing.
Around 25 uses of "F-ck," along with uses of "Bitch," "Damn," "Ass," and "Shit."

16

A man screams in horror as he discovers a severed horse's head in his bloodsoaked bed sheets.
This is arguably the most violent scene (despite not being extremely graphic).
A young boy and his mother are shot.
The son is referred to as a transvestite because it is later discovered he secretly
dresses himself in his mother's clothes. The definition of a transvestite is then
given.
Many characters smoke.
A man shoots a bird that falls to the ground, presumably dead.
Two men kiss very passionately. One man's wife witnesses this and is shocked.
"F-ck" is used between 85 and 100 times. Other language such as "Damn,"
"Hell," "-ss," "B-tch," "T-ts," "P-ssy," and "Sh-t" are scattered throughout.
Religious exclamations and profanities ("Jesus Christ," "God," "Goddamn") are
used throughout.

17

An insane man throws his semen at a woman.
A young woman takes off her slip, revealing her breasts for about 4 seconds
before her husband embraces her.
The scene where the main antagonist dies near the end is very sad.
A man and woman kiss and hug.
References to adultery.
There is a formal party where the guests are drinking champagne and other
alcoholic beverages.
Children are in danger in the scene but come to no major harm.
A couple of people are killed with a laser gun, we don't see much detail.
None of these deaths are shown graphically, however they are very disturbing
and realistic.
271 "F-cks," 80 "Sh-ts," 41 "-sses," 19 "N-ggers," 6 "B-tches," 2 "Sons of B-tches,"
2 "D-cks," and 2 "Pr-cks." Also 24 instances of "Goddamn," 5 of "Hell," 4 of
"Christ," 4 of "Piss," and 3 of "Jesus."

18

A man and woman kiss passionately, she removes her top, revealing her bare
breasts. They kiss again and sex is implied.
A woman shouts at his boyfriend about his emotional abuse, about how he
made her feel like a loser.
Characters are seen smoking and drinking throughout.
The final sequence can be very intense.
A car crash is shown, and an airplane crash is shown.
A man strips nude and his buttocks are shown.
Some fist-fight scenes.
Two scenes involve men being beaten to death because they are homosexual.
8 "Sons of B-tches," 7 "-sses," 4 "Bast-rds," 1 use of "Bang-ng" (in sexual
context), and 1 "D-ck." Also 2 instances of "Crap."

19

A woman is found dead in a bed covered by a bloody sheet. The character was
a prostitute awaiting a client.
A man's severed arm is found and it is implied that he is dead. Very graphic.
People are killed by dinosaurs in very gruesome manners, very intense and
somewhat disturbing.
The violence is intense, but there is no blood visible and if so, in one or two
scenes for a brief moment.
Three women wear dresses that show off their large breasts.
A woman is in love with a married man, and offers to have his children, though
he refuses.
This is a romance, not scary, frightening, or intense.
A woman implies she is considering suicide.
A man is drunk multiple times.
Occasional uses of "F-ck" and "Sh-t"; 3 uses of "B-tch" and "P-ssy," 1 use of "Cnts," 1 derogatory term for homosexuals ("F-g"), 2 religious exclamations
("Christ," "Jesus Christ"), and a few more harder-to-hear profanities.

20

A woman talks about condoms and sex.
Nothing too graphic.
Several people are punched in the face, one resulting in a bloody nose.
A group of teenagers chase a character through a small town in their car.
A man attempts to rape a girl, but the man is stopped by another character who
reluctantly helps the girl.
A soldier uses LSD and some of his visual hallucinations are shown.
A dead man is shown nude. This is brief and shown in a non-sexual sense.
Many of the assassinations are intense.
"F-ck" (and its other derivatives like "F---ing," "F---you," etc.) is said 119 times
(12 uses with "Mother"), 36 "s" words, "C-nt" is used once but can be missed, 3
uses each of words referring to the male genitals ("Pr-ck," "C-ck" and "C--sucker"), 20 "a" words (6 used with "Hole"), and 20 uses of "G-dd---," "G-dd--it."

21

The thunderstorm scene might frighten some very young children.
Several scenes of people after sex. No nudity, though it is obvious that some
girls are not wearing bras.
Three men are shot by a fake policeman. Bloody wounds seen from a distance.
There is also a very strong emotional intensity.
A young woman drinks in secret.
Racial slurs.
There are darker, albeit subtle, sexual undertones to the plot.
In two scenes, a man masturbates.
A man, outside of a spaceship, dies from lack of oxygen.
23 "F-cks," 2 "C-nts," 1 "B-tch," and 1 "Jesus Chr-st." Also several instances of
"Sh-t," "Goddamn," "Hell," and other standard profanities.

22

An older woman and 21 year old man have an affair, and are shown in bed
various times and in their underwear.
A man's face is disfigured.
A man's decapitated head is found in a jar.
A character has several wounds after fighting with a pack of wolves. Some
blood is briefly shown on his arm.
Smoking is frequently shown.
Sexual assault is portrayed.
The combat scenes may be intense to some.
Cannons bombard a city, reducing it to rubble and ruins.
48 uses of "F-ck" and "Motherf--ker" as well as moderate and mild language
("Pricks," "D-ckhead," "J-rking me off," "Sh-t," "A--hole," and "P-ssed").

23

A boy cuts his finger on a saw blade and blood drips on his finger and the
blade.
There is quite a lot of blood splatter.
Many potentially intense moments involving violent punching, bloody faces,
etc.
A woman takes a shower and gets dressed; you can briefly see her breasts in
one single shot.
Passionate kissing.
Constant martial arts violence.
Some scenes depict characters drinking, sometimes to excess.
Some scenes are emotionally intense.
A man and woman escape a huge fire with a baby, a slave and an ill woman in
the back of a carriage.
"F-cker" is heard. A few other, milder profanities such as "A--hole" or "G-damn."

24

A woman kisses a man while parked together in a car; she describes it: "like I
was kissing my brother."
A woman is seen snorting cocaine several times.
A woman is in pain when she is in labor.
This scene is very intense and lasts a few minutes.
Several men are blasted with gun rays and fall dead when hit.
A man cuts another man's hand with a knife (some blood).
A teenage girl looks at pictures of bare breasts on a plastic surgery website.
The theme of a 12 year old being a prostitute is quite prominent, and may be
disturbing.
Suicide and insanity are largely disturbing themes during this scene.
3 "F-cks," 3 "Sh-ts," 2 "-sses," 2 "Sons of B-tches," and 1 each of "B-lls" (male
anatomy), "Wh-re," "P-ss," and "Bast-rd."

25

A man is shot by another man through a glass door. Blood spray and wounds
are seen for 2 seconds.
There are a few explosions.
Pervasive sex-related dialogue.
People drink on several occasions.
The main character walks around his house wearing only brief underwear.
A man and woman have sex. His bare back and her bare legs are shown, and
they thrust wildly and scream.
A discomfiting moment where a man voices his intentions to shoot his wife and
her lover.
The assassinations can be intense.
Around 2 "f" words including some uses of "Bastard" and "Sh-t."

26

A derogatory racial slur used towards African Americans is used at one point in
the narration, however this is merely spoken narration and given as an example
of something (no character is actually calling anyone the word in question).
A Velociraptor tackles a man and we see it biting his face briefly. We hear the
man screaming.
There are several scenes in which a woman tries to escape soldiers and is
severely frightened.
The ending is emotional and intense.
A woman wearing only brief panties is shown walking around for an extended
period of time.
Characters are seen smoking cigarettes and drinking alcoholic beverages in
some scenes.
Many kissing scenes.
A man is lying in bed with his girlfriend and she begins moaning (it is implied
he is stimulating her with his hand). She then asks for "oral pleasure" and he
agrees.
A man is shot several times in the chest and dies quickly after.
2 uses of "Sh-t."

27

A psychopathic man in drag dances naked in front of a mirror with his genitals
tucked between his legs and you can see his pubic hair.
A woman calls a man "stupid" and another man shouts at her to not call him that
and throws her onto a bed (not too violently).
A man falls from a horse, breaking his neck and dying.
One of the characters had been drinking and driving.
Two men jump into a river nude.
Some people get their heads and bodies slammed against walls.
A T-Rex attacks children, they are all right, though.
An older teen gets shot multiple times by a military squad.
Maybe 1 or 2 uses of "Sh-t."

28

A man sees his teenage son with a middle-aged man and thinks his son is
performing oral sex on the man. (He is not.)
A man is shot twice in a car. Blood is seen on the windshield.
The tearful goodbye between the characters is extremely emotional and sad.
A war scene is quite violent and has gunfire, explosions, and shouting.
A man is hung from a chain. This is seen from a long distance and happens very
quickly. The man does not die.
A man talks about how he's had sex with women "all over the world."
Cigarettes are shown in an ashtray in a hotel room.
A woman slaps herself in the face several times.
A woman dies in bed.
3 "f" words.

29

The scene where a planet is destroyed could disturb young and old viewers
alike.
People sometimes kiss passionately, including scenes where a woman kisses a
married man.
Smoking and some casual drinking throughout.
Hundreds of men lie dying, some with amputated limbs, and all with some
blood (though not that graphic).
The villain secretly watches in a mirror as a woman changes into a formal dress.
However, only her bare back is shown as she takes off her bra.
A prostitute is found dead in a bed. Her clothes are soaked with blood.
A man is strangled to death in a car.
Not a lot of violence.
Only 2 "f" words, although 1 of them is partially hard to hear because of gunfire
and shouting.

30

While the content is suitable for general audiences, it is very complex and
sophisticated.
References to pornography, but nothing explicit is shown.
Most of the scenes are quite emotional, either from overwhelming happiness, or
from sadness.
The story raises many moral questions.
Various people are shown preparing to die, including a mother and two young
children sleeping, and an elderly couple lying in bed.
A woman fakes an orgasm in front of everybody in a restaurant.
A man threatens to rape a woman. But it's nothing direct.
A man and woman have sex. They stop before either of them climax.
No drug use.
1 obscene hand gesture used by a teen girl, 13 scatological terms, 3 anatomical
terms, 24 mild obscenities, 8 religious profanities, 25 religious exclamations.

